
Intern, Global Finance Business Services (GFBS)

Location: New Haven, CT
Reports To: Manager, RTR Financial Systems
Date: Summer Intern

This is what you will do:
Alexion, AstraZeneca Rare Disease is seeking a highly motivated intern with
educational experience in applying accepted accounting principles and procedures
to analyze financial information, evaluate financial process and activity and to ensure
appropriate account control procedures.  This position will be a member of a
cross-functional, multi-national, global finance business services team responsible
for critical business processes.  This position will have interactions with Alexion,
AstraZeneca Rare Disease business leaders, senior management, and global teams.

Specifically, we are seeking individuals with the traits listed below:

● Motivated self-starter who is detailed, results and process oriented with a focus on
effective and efficient improvements

● Organized individual with the ability to manage multiple priorities while
maintaining high performance standards

● Superior problem solving and analytical skills and ability to work in a highly
visible, deadline-oriented position and environment

● Strong communication and people skills, comfortable working with a cross
functional and collaborative team and effectively able to deal with all levels of
personnel

You will be responsible for:

Process Design and Operations

● Documentation of process design, desk top procedures, governance, templates,
policies, and training materials

● Monitor the day-to-day global finance business service activities, including but
not limited to vendor master, customer master, cash application, vendor
payments and reporting, ensuring they meet process standards and policy.

● Accountable for supporting the processes delivered by GFBS (captive and 3rd
party providers) to meet the agreed outcomes

● Monitor the process-specific service performance management; review metrics
and manage performance against agreed targets holding the internal and
external service provider accountable for delivery to the agreed metrics



● Continuous Improvement Initiatives
● Work with the Service Delivery teams understand the root cause of the service

issues in order to resolve process related escalations and identify continuous
improvement and transformation opportunities from a delivery / service
perspective

● Monitor and track effects of continuous improvement initiatives to ensure
benefits are being realized

● Stakeholder Management
● Attend key governance meetings and provide inputs as required
● Act as a point for process escalations
● Be heavily involved in daily / weekly huddles with business/ customer teams in

order to be aware of the day-to-day issues and escalations and to understand
major process gaps in order to drive process changes and improvements

● Support the Global Process Owners in steering the strategy and delivering targets

You will need to have:
● Intermediate level of Microsoft Office Product required (MS Excel / Word)
● In process of completing bachelor’s or master’s degree in Finance
● The duties of this role are generally conducted in an office environment. As is

typical of an office-based role, employees must be able, with or without an
accommodation to: use a computer; engage in communications via phone, video,
and electronic messaging; engage in problem solving and non-linear thought,
analysis, and dialogue; collaborate with others; maintain general availability
during standard business hours.

We would prefer for you to have:
● In process of completing bachelor’s or master’s degree in Accounting
● No prior accounting or finance business service experience is necessary


